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A: Your question is a little confusing and the answer could go both ways. Add this to the top of your
code. or   This will show the line of code you are talking about. Even if you did nothing to the code,

the line will be there on the page. If the page is on the server, then you need to alter the data in the
database to have a value for the variable. If the page is on the user's computer, then they've done a
dumb thing. EDIT: Your code might look like this foreach ($item in $file) { $temp = $item -replace "`r

`n","`r   `n" $filename = $item -replace "`r `r","`r " $line = $filename + "|" + $temp } And it
outputting your page back would look like this: Line: $line Result:  Line: $line
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